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OUR MISSION

The mission of COMPASS for Youth is to
coordinate long-term solutions for
California’s at-risk, foster, and homeless
youth through transitional and educational
opportunities.  To facilitate success for the
long-term needs of those interested in
permanent self-reliance, our mission is to
establish a community center that
empowers individuals through education.
COMPASS administers support through
every potential obstacle in the educational
pipeline. We are dedicated to enhancing
the lives of youth by cultivating a vibrant
community resource that connects youth
with the skills, partnerships, and services
they need to secure a brighter future
through the upward mobility of education.

As youth who have experienced life in inner cities, in foster care, and on the
streets, our founders know the power education has to change the trajectory of
one’s life. After graduating from the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA),
COMPASS’ founders entered careers in the education and nonprofit fields. We are
passionate about offering a similar educational opportunity for those who could
benefit the most: at-risk or homeless, 17-24 year old youth.

COMPASS hopes to impact
the lives of at-risk youth,
youth living on the street,
and students in group or
foster homes . Our goals
are to launch a community
center in Los Angeles to
offer support services for
youth that wish to start or
continue their educational
career via extensive one-
on-one mentorship and
group workshops. We plan
to connect with those in
need of our services by
partnering with existing
organizations currently
serving these communities.

Youth experiencing homelessness are 87% more likely
to drop out of school than their peers in stable

housing*

*Civic Enterprises: Hidden in Plain Sight: Homeless
Students in America’s Public Schools

PROGRAM

Our education program will
administer one-on-one
assistance for every phase of
their academic career by:
helping the youth we work with
navigate the financial aid and
application processes, offering
tutoring to ensure that youth are
prepared for college level
courses, providing counselors,
access to transportation, and
securing housing for the entire
duration of their education. It is
our ambition to offer the youth
we work with opportunities
where they feel empowered
and accounted for.


